The project’s concept

Operative Objectives

The Blueship project aims to realize an
innovative de-NOx Selective Catalytic
Reactor (SCR) specifically tailored to the
shipping industry, based on electrospun
ceramic fibers tailored in designed textures modules, meant to replace the
existing catalysts in SCR based on
ceramic monolithic honeycomb design.

Synthesis and fabrication of V-W-TiO2
fibers in different morphologies and
functionalization
Characterization of the materials with
respect of the De-Nox reaction
Modeling of the fluid dynamic inside the
reactor and optimization of the design
Design of the control system for optimal
operation of the reactor
Optimization of the electrospinning
deposition technology for production of
functionalized catalyst fibers

The figure indicates typical extruded or
coated ceramic monolithic catalysts
used in standard SCR, realized in small
exchangeable units (monoliths of
extruded ceramics) made from titanium
oxide and vanadium oxide in honeycomb structures.

Implementation of a pilot application of
size about 50x50x25 cm and testing in a
test bench
Validation of the technology and evaluation of scalability

Strategic Objectives
Reduce the size and weight of the
De-NOx SCR of 50% with respect to state
of the art SCR, for installation and retrofit
in existing ships, and for possible integration into De-Sox units.
Reduce the consumption, need of purchase and costs of reactant (ammonia or
urea) of 20%.
Reduce the installation costs of 20%.
Reduce operation and maintenance
costs of 15%.

Technical background
The monolithic design currently in use for
SCR implies a very large volume of reaction
and heterogeneous reaction yields and
rates in the different parts of the reactor.
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The Electrospun fibers allow achieving a
dramatic increase of the exposed active area
in the SCR reactor, higher yield of the NH3NoX reaction and optimization of the fluiddynamics and gas conversion. This will in
turn make it possible to achieve: a reduction
of the size and weight of the De-NOx SCR of
50% with respect to state of the art SCR, for
installation and retrofit in existing ships and
for possible integration into De-Sox units;
reduce the consumption, need of purchase
and costs of reactant (ammonia or urea) of
20%; reduce the installation costs of 20%;
reduce operation and maintenance costs of
15%.

The main technological advancement
proposed by the BLUESHIP is the realization
of electrospun ceramic fibers tailored in
designed textures modules, for the specific
application to de-NOx Selective Catalytic
Reactor (SCR) for naval application,
throughout the electrospinning process.

Ultra compact
de-NOx SCR
system
in marine
shipping
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